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1. INTRODUCTION
If H is a subgroup of a finite group G and there is a character of H
that induces irreducibly to G, then in some sense H is ``large,'' and one
might expect that a knowledge of properties of H should provide some
control over the corresponding properties of G. A trivial example of this
< < < < 2phenomenon is the inequality G - H , which holds because G has an
< < < < 2 < < .irreducible character of degree at least G : H , and so G : H - G .
In this paper, we study the situation where G is acted on by a group A
 < < < <.such that G , A s 1. Our concern is with an A-invariant subgroup
H : G that has an A-invariant character inducing irreducibly to G. We
would expect that data about the action of A on H should yield conclu-
sions about the action of A on G, and indeed, it does. In the extreme case,
where A acts trivially on H, for example we have the following.
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 < < < <.THEOREM A. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G, where G , A s 1,
and assume that some character of H induces an irreducible character of G. If
A fixes e¨ery element of H, then the action of A on G is tri¨ ial.
We should stress that our proof of theorem A relies on the classification
of simple groups to handle the case where G is nonsolvable. We mention
also that the coprimeness assumption cannot be dropped. To see this,
consider any example where H is a proper abelian subgroup of G and
some character of H induces irreducibly. In such a situation, H acts via
inner automorphisms of G and it fixes every element of H. But H cannot
be central in this situation, and so it definitely does not act trivially on G.
It is amusing to note that while it is not unusual in solvable groups for a
character induced from an abelian subgroup to be irreducible, this cannot
 w x .happen when G is simple. See Problem 2.17 of 1 .
If we assume that G is solvable, we can weaken the coprimeness
hypothesis in Theorem A.
COROLLARY B. Let H : G, where G is sol¨ able, and suppose that some
character of H induces irreducibly to G. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G
 < < < <.and assume that H , A s 1. If A fixes e¨ery element of H, then the action
of A on G is tri¨ ial.
 < < < <.We return now to the situation where G , A s 1 and we continue to
assume that H : G is A-invariant and has an A-invariant character that
induces irreducibly to G. In this situation, we shall say that the triple
 . .G, H, A satisfies the standard hypotheses. We no longer assume that all
elements of H are fixed by A, but in view of Theorem A, it seems
reasonable to ask the following: if a large fraction of H is centralized by
A, is it true that a large fraction of G must be centralized by A?
To make this precise, we define the fixed-point index of the action of A
 . <  . < on G to be the integer f G s G : C A . We shall generally suppressA G
 .  . .the subscript and write f G in place of f G . Under the standardA
 .  .hypotheses, Theorem A tells us that if f H s 1, then f G s 1 and we
 .conjecture that, in general, f G is bounded above by some function of
 .f H . We are able to prove this when G is supersolvable.
 .THEOREM C. Assume that G, H, A satisfies the standard hypotheses,
 .  .2where G is supersol¨ able. Then f G F f H .
We have been unable to settle the conjecture for general solvable
groups except in the case where the induction from H to G is a Clifford
induction. By this, we mean that there is an A-invariant subgroup N eG
 .and an A-invariant character u g Irr N such that H is the full stabilizer
of u in G. With these assumptions, there necessarily exists by Theorem
w x.  < .13.31 of 1 an A-invariant character c in Irr H u . By the Clifford
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G  .correspondence, c is automatically irreducible, and thus G, H, A satis-
 w x .fies the standard hypotheses. See Theorem 6.11 of 1 . In this situation,
 .we shall say that the triple G, H, A is Clifford standard with respect to
the A-invariant normal subgroup N. If we need to refer to the character
 .u , we shall say that the G, H, A is a Clifford-standard triple with respect
 . .to u g Irr N .
 .THEOREM D. Assume that G, H, A is Clifford standard with respect to
 .  .4  .N eG, where G is sol¨ able. Then f G F f H , and in fact, f G F
 .  .3f H f N .
We mention that it is a triviality that if A acts on H and N : H is
 .  .A-invariant, then f N F f H . The first inequality in Theorem D is
therefore an immediate consequence of the second.
Finally, we present an easy application of Theorem A.
COROLLARY E. Let H : G and suppose that some character of H induces
irreducibly to G. If H has a normal Hall p-subgroup for some set p of primes,
 .  .Xthen O H centralizes O G .p p
Interestingly, in the case where 2 f p , the conclusion of Corollary E
would continue to be valid even without the hypothesis that H has a
normal Hall p-subgroup. The proof of that fact, however, requires tech-
niques different from those of this paper, and it will not be presented here.
2. TRIVIAL ACTION
In this section, we prove Theorem A and Corollaries B and E. In order
to handle the case where G is nonsolvable, we must appeal to the
following consequence of the classification of finite simple groups.
 .2.1 LEMMA. Suppose G is simple and that A acts ¨ia automorphisms on
 < < < <. <  . < 2G, where G , A s 1. If the action A on G is nontri¨ ial, then C A -G
< <G .
Proof. We can certainly assume that G is nonabelian and we can
suppose that A acts faithfully on G. Since the alternating groups and the
26 sporadic simple groups have no nontrivial coprime automorphisms, we
can assume that G is a group of Lie type, defined over some finite field F.
 .Also, if we replace A by some conjugate in Aut G , we can assume that A
< <is induced by a group of automorphisms of F. Writing A s r, we see that
< < r  r .F s q for some prime power q, and we can write G s G q . Since
 .  .  .r G 3 and C A s G q , the not necessarily simple group of the sameG
type as G, but defined over the field of order q, it suffices to check that
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<  3. < <  . < 2G q ) G q for all groups of Lie type. This inequality follows from
the known order formulas for these groups.
More generally, we consider actions on direct products of groups, where
the factors are permuted. The following lemma includes more than we
.need to prove Theorem A.
 .2.2 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and suppose that G is
the direct product of a collection X of subgroups, where X is transiti¨ ely
 .permuted by A. If X g X and B is the stabilizer of X in A, then C A isG
 . <  . < r < < < <isomorphic to C B . In particular, C A F G , where r s X .X G
Proof. We argue that projection onto the direct factor X defines the
 .  .desired isomorphism from C A onto C B . First, let Y be the productG X
 .of all members of X other than X and note that G s X = Y. If c g C A ,G
write c s xy, with x g X and y g Y. Since B centralizes c and stabilizes
X and Y, we see that B centralizes x, and so projection to X does map
 .  .C A into C B . Furthermore, this map is injective since if c has aG X
trivial projection to X, then its projection to every member of X is also
trivial because of the transitivity of the action of A on X .
 .To see that our map is surjective, suppose x g C B and note thatX
distinct A-conjugates of x must lie in distinct members of X . It follows
that the members of the A-orbit containing x commute pairwise, and
 .hence their product is an element of C A that projects to x. This provesG
 .  .that C A ( C B and the last assertion of the lemma is now obviousG X
<  . < <  . < < <since C A s C B F X .G X
We shall also need the Glauberman]Isaacs character correspondence.
 < < < <.Recall that if A acts via automorphisms on G with G , A s 1 and
 .C s C A , then for each A-invariant subgroup H : G there is a naturalG
U  .bijection j ¬ j from the set Irr H of A-invariant irreducible charac-A
 . ters of H onto Irr C l H . An exposition of the Glauberman case, where
w xA is solvable, can be found in Chapter 13 of 1 and the remaining case,
< < w x .where G is odd, appears in Section 10 of 2 . It follows easily from the
definitions of the Glauberman]Isaacs correspondence that j U is always a
 < <constituent of j . In both cases, when A is solvable, and when G isC l H
odd, the correspondence is defined as a composition of certain maps, each
of which picks out a particular irreducible constituent of an appropriate
.character restriction. We also require the following technical result of
Wolf.
 .  .  < < < <.2.3 LEMMA Wolf . Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G, where G , A
 . w xs 1. Write C s C A and let W : G be a subgroup contains G, A . ThenG
w x w U . U x  .  .x , h s x , h for all characters x g Irr G and h g Irr W .W W l C A A
w xProof. This is essentially Theorem 2.12 of 4 .
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 . G  .Proof of Theorem A. We are given c g Irr H with c s x g Irr G ,
 . Cand we know that H : C, where C s C A . Since c induces irre-G
ducibly to G, it is no loss to replace H by C and c by c C, and we can thus
< <suppose that H s C. We assume that C - G and we use induction on G
to work toward a contradiction.
 .Let N s core C - G and let MrN be a chief factor of the semidi-G
rect product GA with M : G. Note that M ­ C, and thus the action of A
on M is nontrivial. Write L s C l M eC and let a be any irreducible
constituent of c . If T is the stabilizer of a in C, then c s hC for someL
 . G T Mcharacter h g Irr T . Then h s x , and hence h is irreducible. Also,
TM is A-invariant, and so if TM - G, the inductive hypothesis guarantees
that A acts trivially on TM, and this is a contradiction since the action of
A on M is known to be nontrivial. We conclude that TM s G, and thus
 .C s T C l M s TL s T and a is invariant in C. We can thus write
c s ea for some integer e.L
Now c is the Glauberman]Isaacs correspondent for some character
 . Gj g Irr G and we know that c is a constituent of j . Since c s x , itA C
follows that j s x , and hence x U s c . Also, since G s CM, we have
w x w x w xG, A : M and it follows by Lemma 2.3 that x , b s c , a s e ) 0,M L
 . Uwhere b g Irr M is the character such that b s a . Since a uniquelyA
 .determines b and is stabilized by C s C A , it follows that C stabilizesG
b. We conclude that b is invariant in G, and hence x s eb andM
 .  .  .  .x 1 rb 1 s e s c 1 ra 1 . Thus
b 1 x 1 .  .
< < < <s s G : C s M : L ,
a 1 c 1 .  .
And since a is an irreducible constituent of b , we deduce that a M s bL
 .g Irr M . If M - G, the inductive hypothesis would imply that A acts
trivially on M, which is not the case. It follows that M s G and N is
maximal among proper A-invariant normal subgroups of G.
< < 2 < <We claim now that CrN - GrN . This is certainly true if GrN is
< <abelian since, in that case, CeGA and CrN s 1. Otherwise, GrN is the
direct product of a family of r G 1 simple subgroups permuted transitively
by A, and in this situation, A has odd order and r is odd. Since
 .CrN s C A , we see that if r s 1, the desired inequality follows byG r N
Lemma 2.1 and in the remaining case, where r G 3, it follows from Lemma
2.2.
 < < < <.Since GrN , A s 1 and GrN acts transitively on the set of irre-
ducible constituents of x , it follows by Glauberman's lemma see Corol-N
w x.  .lary 13.9 of 1 that the action of CrN s C A on the set ofG r N
A-invariant irreducible constituents of x is transitive. But A acts triviallyN
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on N, and so the irreducible constituents of x are all A-invariant. ThusN
C acts transitively on them and if u is one of these constituents and S is
w x w xits stabilizer in G, we have CS s G. It follows that G, A s S, A : S.
w xBut G, A ­ N since C - G, and it follows from the maximality of N that
w xG s N G, A : S and u is invariant in G.
We can now write x s au for some integer a, and as is well known,N
2 < <  .  . < <  .this implies that a F G : N . We also have au 1 s x 1 s G : C c 1 G
< <  . < < < < 2 2 < <G : C u 1 , and so a G G : C . Thus G : C F a F G : N s
< < < < < < < < < <G : C C : N , and we have G : C F C : N . It follows that G : N F
2< <C : N , and this contradicts an inequality that was established earlier.
Next, we state a strong form of Corollary B.
 .2.4 COROLLARY. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and suppose that
< <G is p-separable, where p is the set of prime di¨ isors of A . Suppose H : G
is a p X-subgroup and that some character of H induces irreducibly to G. If A
fixes all elements of H, then A acts tri¨ ially on G.
 . GProof. We are given c g Irr H such that c is irreducible, and thus
NH  .  NH .  .Nc is irreducible, where N s O G . Now c s c andp N N l H
since N l H s 1, we see that every irreducible character of N is a
 NH . NHconstituent of c . Since c is irreducible, it follows that H actsN
 .transitively on Irr N , and hence N s 1.
 .  .XLet M s O G and observe that since G is p-separable and O G sp p
 . X1, the Hall]Higman lemma gives M = C M . Also, MH is a p -groupG
acted on by the p-group A, and thus Theorem A applies since c M H is
irreducible. It follows that A acts trivially on M and thus A :
 . w x  .C M eGA. It follows that G, A : C M : M and A stabilizes eachG A G
coset of M in G. But M acts transitively by right multiplication on each of
 < < < <.these cosets and M , A s 1, and it follows by Glauberman's lemma
 w x.Lemma 13.8 of 1 that A fixes an element in each coset. Since A acts
trivially on M, however, we conclude that A fixes every element of G, and
the proof is complete.
Proof of Corollary E. We are given H : G, where H has a normal Hall
 .Xp-subgroup M, and we let Q s O H , so that Q centralizes M. Letp
 . G  .  .c g Irr H with c s x g Irr G and write N s O G . Since N isp
 .  .contained in O NH , it suffices to show that Q centralizes O NH , andp p
thus we can assume that NH s G.
Now NM e NH s G, and since NM is a p-group, we have M : NM :
 .O G s N. Also, Q acts coprimely on N and centralizes M, and so byp
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 . NTheorem A, it suffices to find a g Irr M such that a is irreducible. In
fact, we can take a to be any irreducible constituent of c . To see this, letM
 .b be an irreducible constituent of x that lies over a . Since a 1 is aN
 .  . X < <p-number and c 1 ra 1 divides the p -number H : M , we see that
 .  .  .  .  .  .a 1 s c 1 , the p-part of c 1 . Similarly, b 1 s x 1 . But x 1 sp p
< <  . < < < <  .  .G : H c 1 and G : H s N : M is a p-number, and hence b 1 s x 1 p
< <  . N . Ns N : M a 1 s a 1 . We conclude that a s b is irreducible, as re-
quired.
3. CHIEF FACTORS
 < < < <.Let A act on G with G , A s 1 and consider chief factors MrN of
the semidirect product GA with M : G. Our goal in this section is to
prove that if A centralizes a large part of such a chief factor, then it
centralizes the entire factor. More precisely, what we need for the proof of
<  . < < < 2r3Theorems C and D is that if G is solvable and C A ) MrN ,Mr N
then the action of A on MrN is trivial. It is convenient to restate this in
terms of the fixed-point-index function f s f .A
 .3.1 THEOREM. Assume that G is sol¨ able. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms
 < < < <.on G, where G , A s 1, and let MrN be a chief factor of GA with M : G.
 . < <1r3If f MrN - MrN , then A acts tri¨ ially on MrN.
This result may remain true even without the assumption that G is
solvable. In order to construct a proof in the general case, however, one
must deal with some additional complications and, also, it appears to be
necessary to appeal twice to the classification of simple groups. If MrN is
nonsolvable, then Lemma 2.1 or 2.2 yields the desired result, and of
course, Lemma 2.1 depends on the classification. Even if MrN is abelian,
however, classification-dependent information seems to be needed if GrM
is nonsolvable. Specifically, it would be useful to know that if A acts
coprimely and nontrivially on a simple group S, then it is always possible to
find elements x, y g S such that S is generated by the two subgroups
w x w x x, A and y, A . We consulted with Liebeck about this, and he indicated
.that such elements x and y probably always do exist. For the applications
of Theorem 3.1 that we have in mind, it suffices to assume that G is
solvable, and so we shall say no more about the nonsolvable case here.
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 requires a number of preliminary results and
we begin with some general observations concerning the fixed-point-index
function.
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 .  < < < <.3.2 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and suppose G , A
 .  .s 1. Let H : G be A-in¨ariant and write m s f G rf H , where f s f isA
the fixed-point-index function. The following then hold.
 . < <a m is an integer di¨ isor of G : H .
 . < <b The fraction of the G : H right cosets of H in G that are stabilized
by A is exactly 1rm.
 .  .c If H eG then f GrH s m.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary prime number p. It is well known that we can
choose A-invariant Sylow p-subgroups Q of H and P of G such that
 .  .  .Q : P. We also have P l C g Syl C , where C s C A , and thus f Pp G
 .  .  .is exactly the p-part of f G and, similarly, f Q is the p-part of f H .
 .  .  .Since Q : P, it is clear that f Q F f P , and thus the p-part of f H
 .does not exceed the p-part of f G . Since this holds for all choices of the
 .  .prime p, we deduce that f G rf H s m is an integer. Also,
< < < < < <G : H G rf G C .
< <s s s C : C l H
< < < <m H rf H C l H .
 .is an integer, and this proves a .
 < < < <.Since G , A s 1, a right coset of H is fixed by A precisely when it
w xcontains an element of C, by Lemmas 13.8 and 13.9 of 1 . The number of
< < < < < <such cosets, therefore, is HC r H s C : C l H and the fraction of the
< < < <right cosets of H in G that have this property is C : C l H r G : H . This
 .  .is equal to 1rm by the above calculation, and b is proved. Statement c
 . < < <  . <follows since, by definition, f GrH s G : H rC A , and this is theG r H
reciprocal of the fraction of the cosets of H that are fixed by A.
Next, we present a general and very elementary result.
 .3.3 LEMMA. Suppose that A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and that the
semidirect product GA acts transiti¨ ely on some set V. If a g V is fixed by A
and H is the stabilizer of a in G, then H is A-in¨ariant and the action of A on
the right costs of H in G is permutation isomorphic to the action of A on V.
Proof. Since H a stabilizes a ? a s a for all elements a g A, we see
that H a s H, as required. Because GA is transitive, the G-orbits on V are
transitively permuted by A, and since the G-orbit containing a is A-fixed,
this orbit must be all of V. Thus G is transitive and there exists a natural
bijection u from the set of right cosets of G s H in G onto V. It sufficesa
 .a.   ..to check that u Hg s u Hg ? a for all elements g g G and a g A.
 .Since u Hg s a ? g, we have
a a au Hg s u Hg s a ? g s a ? g ? a s u Hg ? a, .  .  .  . . .
as required.
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 .3.4 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and assume that
 < < < <.G , A s 1. Suppose that the semidirect product GA acts transiti¨ ely on
some set V and that the fraction of the points of V that are fixed by A exceeds
< <1rq, where q is the smallest prime di¨ isor of G . Then A acts tri¨ ially on V.
Proof. If H is the stabilizer in G of one of the A-fixed points of V,
then H is A-invariant and A acts on the set of right cosets of H in G. By
Lemma 3.2, the fraction of these cosets stabilized by A has the form 1rm,
< <where m is some integer divisor of G . By Lemma 3.3, however, the action
of A on the cosets is permutation isomorphic to its action on V and since
we are assuming that the fraction of V fixed by A exceeds 1rq, we have
< <m - q. But q is the smallest prime divisor of G , and so m s 1 and A
fixes all of V, as required.
 .  < < < <.3.5 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and assume G , A
s 1. Suppose that the semidirect product GA acts ¨ia automorphisms on a
group K, where K is the direct product of a collection X of subgroups that are
 . < <1r3permuted transiti¨ ely by GA. If f K - K , then A acts tri¨ ially on the setA
 . < <1r3X and f X - X for each subgroup X g X .A
Proof. First, suppose that the action of A of X is nontrivial and write
K s U = V, where U is the product of the A-invariant members of X and
V is the product of the rest. Then V is the direct product of A-invariant
subgroups of the form T s T, where T is a nontrivial orbit of the action
< <of A on X . Writing p to denote the smallest prime divisor of A , we see
< < <  . < p < <that T G p and Lemma 2.2 yields that C A F T . We conclude thatT
<  . < < <1r pC A F V .V
By Lemma 3.4, the fraction of the members of X that are fixed by A is
< <at most 1rq, where q is the smallest prime divisor of G . It follows that
< < < <1r q < < < < < < < < qy1.r q < <  py1.r pU F K , and thus V s K r U G K . This yields V G
< < s  . .K , where s s p y 1 q y 1 rpq. We have
< <K1r p 1ys< < < < < < < < < < < <C A s C A C A F U V s F K , .  .  .K U V  py1.r p< <V
 . < < sand thus f K G K . But p and q are distinct primes, and therefore
 . .s s p y 1 q y 1 rpq G 1r3, and we have a contradiction.
The action of A on X is therefore trivial, and thus G acts transitively. It
w x  .follows also that G, A acts trivially, and hence C A acts transitivelyG
w x  .  .since G s G, A C A . We deduce that the quantities f X are equalG
< <for all members X of X . If X g X and we write r s X , we have
r 1r3 rr3< < < <f X s f K - K s X , .  .
and the result follows.
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 .3.6 THEOREM. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and assume that
 < < < <. w xG , A s 1 and that G is sol¨ able. Let V be a simple F GA -module, where
< <  .F is a finite field of characteristic not di¨ iding A , and suppose that f V -A
< <1r3V . Then A acts tri¨ ially on V.
< < Proof. We work by induction on G . Note that the result is trivial if
.G s 1 since A acts irreducibly on V in that case. Suppose first that V is
w ximprimitive as an F GA -module, so that V is the direct sum of a
collection X of subspaces that are transitively permuted by GA. Since
 . < <1r3f V - V , it follows by Lemma 3.5 that the action of A on X is trivial
 . < <1r3and that f W - W for each member W of X .
Fix W g X and let H be the stabilizer in G of W. Then H is
< <A-invariant and HA is the full stabilizer of W in GA. Also, since X ) 1,
w xwe have HA - GA, and so H - G. If we view W as an F HA -module,
then V is the induced module W G A, and hence W is simple and the
inductive hypothesis guarantees that A acts trivially on W. Since W was
chosen arbitrarily in X and V s X , we deduce that A acts trivially on V,
as required.
We can now suppose that V is primitive, and we can clearly also assume
that V is faithful as a module for G. Let GrN be a chief factor of GA and
consider the factors U of some composition series for the restrictedi
< < < <module V . Now V s  U and by repeated applications of LemmaN A i
 .  .  .  . < <1r3  .3.2 c , we have f V s  f U . Since f V - V , it follows that f Ui
< <1r3- U for some composition factor U. By the induction hypothesis
w xapplied to the group NA and the simple F NA -module U, we conclude
w x w xthat A centralizes U, and thus N, A centralizes U. It follows that N, A
w xacts trivially on some simple submodule of V and thus N, A actsN
trivially on all of V since, by the primitivity of V, the module V isN N
w xhomogeneous. But V is faithful, and we deduce that N, A s 1.
w x w xIf G, A - G, we can suppose that N was chosen to contain G, A . It
w xfollows in this case that G, A, A s 1, and hence A centralizes G and the
subspace of A-fixed points in V is GA-invariant. Since V is simple, this
fixed-point space is all of V, as required. We can thus assume that
w x  . w x  .G, A s G. But A : C N eGA, and thus G s G, A : C N andG A G A
 .N : Z G . Observe also that GrN is abelian since it is a solvable chief
factor of GA.
w x  g:Now choose g g G with g, A ­ N. Consider the subgroup A, A :
GA, and write it as HA for some subgroup H : G. Note that H s
 g: w x y1 gA, A l G is A-invariant and it contains a, g s a a for all ele-
w xments a g A. Thus g, A : H, and hence H ­ N and NH ) N. Also,
NH eG since GrN is abelian, and it follows that NH eGA, and hence
NH s G since GrN is a chief factor of GA. We deduce that H eG since
N is central, and thus H eGA.
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Each of A and Ag centralizes a subspace of V of order exceeding
< < 2r3V , and so these fixed-point subspaces intersect nontrivially. It follows
that H has nontrivial fixed points on V, and thus H acts trivially on V
since H eGA and V is simple. Thus H s 1, and this is a contradiction
since we know that H ­ N.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since G is solvable, the chief factor MrN of GA
w xis elementary abelian and it can be viewed as a simple F GA -module for
< <some field F of characteristic not dividing A . The result is now immedi-
ate from Theorem 3.6
4. CLIFFORD INDUCTION
The principal result of this section is the following, which includes
Theorem D of the introduction.
 .  .4.1 THEOREM. Suppose that G, H, A is a Clifford-standard triple with
 .respect to u g Irr N , where N eG and G is sol¨ able. Let LeGA with
L : N, and assume that the irreducible constituents of u are G-in¨ariant.L
 .  .3  .  .3  .  .Then f G f L F f H f N . If G is supersol¨ able, we also ha¨e f G f L
 .  .F f H f N .
To recover Theorem D from this, we take L s 1 and ignore the final
assertion about the case where G is supersolvable. The additional general-
ity obtained by allowing nonidentity subgroups L in Theorem 4.1 is
essential for our induction argument and the stronger inequality valid for
supersolvable groups will be used in the proof of Theorem C. Note that
 .  .   .  ..3  .  .since f N G f L , we have f N rf L G f N rf L , and the inequal-
.ity for supersolvable groups actually is stronger.
In order to prove the part of Theorem 4.1 that deals with supersolvable
groups, we need a few specialized results.
 .4.2 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G and suppose that K eG
< <contains no A-in¨ariant nonidentity subgroup. Let B : A with A : B s r and
w x  . < < ry1assume that G, B : K. Then f G F G : K .A
 a < 4Proof. Let Y s K a g A and let X be the collection of all sub-
groups obtained by intersecting all but one of the members of Y . Observe
that Y is a collection of normal subgroups of G and that F Y is
A-invariant, and hence is trivial. It follows that P s X is direct, and we
observe that A acts transitively on X .
Since F Y s 1, we can choose a minimal subcollection Z : Y such
< < < <that F Z s 1. Thus Z F Y F r, where the second inequality follows
w x  . < < < < < Z <because B stabilizes K since G, B : K. We have f G F G F G : K ,
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< <and if Z - r, there is nothing further to prove. We can assume, there-
< < < <fore, that Z s r, and hence Y s r and no proper subcollection of Y
< <has trivial intersection. It follows that X s r. Let D g X be the intersec-
tion of all members of Y other than K and observe that B stabilizes D.
< < < <Since X s r s A : B and A acts transitively on X , we see that B is the
 .full stabilizer of D in A. By Lemma 2.2, therefore, we have C B (D
 .C A .P
w x w xWe have D, B : D and since G, B : K and D l K s 1, we see that
w x < < <  . < <  . <D, B s 1 and B centralizes D. Therefore, D s C A F C A andP G
 . < <f G F G : D . But D is the intersection of r y 1 conjugates of K, and
ry1< < < <hence G : D F G : K and the proof is complete.
 .  < < < <.4.3 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphism on G, where G , A s 1.
w xLet V be a finite simple F GA -module, where F is a finite field, and assume
that the irreducible constituents of V ha¨e dimension 1. ThenG
 .a the A-fixed-point subspace of V has dimension at most 1.
 .  .  .  .b f G F f V f R , where R is the kernel of the action of G on V.A A A
Proof. Write V as the direct sum of r G 1 isotypic components and letG
W be one of these. Since by hypothesis, the simple components of the
action of G are one-dimensional, it follows that G acts by scalar multipli-
cation on W. Also, A permutes the isotypic components transitively and
< <we let B be the stabilizer of W in A, so that A : B s r. Then W is an
w x G AF GB -module and W ( V is simple. It follows that W is simple as an
w x w xF GB -module, and hence it is also simple as an F B -module since every
subspace of W is G-invariant.
<  . < <  . <By Lemma 2.2, we have C A s C B , and since W is simple as anV W
w xF B -module, there are just two possibilities. Either W is the trivial
w x <  . < < < < <  .F B -module and hence C A s W s F or else C B s 0 andV W
<  . <   ..  .C A s 1. In either case, we have dim C A F 1, and a follows.V F V
 .  .  .  .For b , note that R is A-invariant and that f G rf R s f GrR by
 .Lemma 3.2 c . It is therefore no loss to assume that R s 1, and thus G
 .  .acts faithfully on V and our task is to show that f G F f V . Let K eG
be the kernel of the action of G on W and note that any A-invariant
subgroup of K acts trivially on all of V and so is trivial. Also, GrK acts via
w xscalar multiplication on W, and hence G, B : K and GrK is isomorphic
< <to a subgroup of the multiplicative group of the field F. Thus GrK F
< <F y 1 and we have
< < < <V Vry1ry1 ry1< < < < < <f G F GrK F F y 1 F W s F s f V , .  .  .
< < < <W C A .V
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where the first inequality follows by Lemma 4.2 and the last inequality is a
<  . < < < < <  .consequence of the fact that C A F F F W . This proves b .V
 .4.4 COROLLARY. Suppose that A acts ¨ia automorphisms on G, where
 < < < <.G , A s 1 and G is supersol¨ able. Let NrM be a chief factor of GA with
N : G. Then
 .  .a C A is either tri¨ ial or has prime order.Nr M
 .  .  .  .  .  .b f G f M F f R f N , where R s C NrM .G
w xProof. We see that NrM is a finite simple F GA -module, where F is
a field of prime order. Since G is supersolvable, the irreducible con-
stituents of the action of G on NrM have dimension 1, and so by Lemma
 .  .  .4.3 a , we conclude that C A has dimension at most 1, and aNr M
follows.
 .  .  .  .  .By Lemma 4.3 b , we have f G F f NrM f R , and since f NrM s
 .  .  .  .f N rf M by Lemma 3.2 c , conclusion b is immediate.
 .  < < < <.4.5 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on G, where G , A s 1,
 .and let M, N eGA, where M : N : G and NrM is abelian. Let w g Irr M
 .be GA-in¨ariant and suppose that w has an A-in¨ariant extension u g Irr N
 < .and that the action of G on Irr N w is transiti¨ e. Writing H to denote the
 .  .  .  .stabilizer of u in G, we ha¨e f G f M s f H f N .
Proof. Since w is invariant in GA, we see that GA acts on the set
 < .Irr N w and this action is transitive because, by assumption, G is transi-
tive. Since u is A-invariant, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that A acts on the
set of right cosets of H in G and this action is permutation isomorphic to
 < .  .the action of A on Irr N w . Also, the action of A on Irr NrM and
 < .Irr N w are isomorphic via the map l ¬ lu . We conclude that the
actions of A on the right cosets of H in G and on the linear characters of
NrM are isomorphic.
 .  .  .Write m s f G rf H . By Lemma 3.2 b , the fraction of the right cosets
of H in G that are A-invariant is 1rm. By the result of the previous
 .paragraph, the same fraction of Irr NrM is A-invariant. Since NrM is
abelian and the action is coprime, however, the number of A-invariant
<  . < linear characters of NrM is exactly equal to C A . This is an easyNr M
consequence of the fact that the A-invariant linear characters of NrM are
w x .exactly those whose kernels contain NrM, A . We conclude that
< <f G NrM f N .  .
s m s s f NrM s , .
< <f H C A f M .  .  .Nr M
 .where the last equality holds by Lemma 3.2 c . The result now follows.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Write e s 3 or e s 1, where we definitely take
< < < <e s 3 if G is not supersolvable. We work by induction on G N to show
 .  .e  .  .ethat f G f L F f H f N . If N s L, then u is G-invariant and H s G
and there is nothing to prove in this case. We can thus assume that L - N
and we let NrM be a chief factor of GA with L : M. Let w be an
irreducible constituent of u , write S to denote the stabilizer of w in G,M
 .and let D s H l S and U s N l S. Let h g Irr U be the Clifford
correspondent of u with respect to w and note that D is the full stabilizer
of h in S.
Suppose S - G. By the inductive hypothesis, with M in place of N, we
 .  .e  .  .ehave f G f L F f S f M , and by another application of the inductive
 .  .ehypothesis, with S in place of G and M in place of L, we have f S f M
 .  .eF f D f U . Since D : H and U : N, the result follows in this case. We
can thus assume that S s G, and so w is G-invariant.
w xIf the action of A on NrM is trivial, then by Problem 13.13 of 1 , every
irreducible character of N that lies over w is A-invariant. It follows that
all G-conjugates of u are A-invariant, and thus by Lemma 3.3, all right
 .  .cosets of H in G are A-invariant. In this case, we have f G s f H by
 .  .  .Lemma 3.2 b . Since L : N, we have f L F f N , and the result follows.
We can assume now that the action of A on NrM is nontrivial, and
 . < <1r3 < <thus f NrM G NrM by Theorem 3.1. Also, G : H is the number of
distinct G-conjugates of u , and since these all lie over w, we see that
< < < <  .  .  .  .G : H F NrM . Furthermore, f NrM s f N rf M by Lemma 3.2 c
 .  . < <  .and f G rf H F G : H by Lemma 3.2 a . Thus
3f G f N .  .3< < < <F G : H F NrM F f NrM s , . 3f H . f M .
 .  .3  .  .3  .  .and it follows that f G f M F f H f N . Since f L F f M , we are
done if G is not supersolvable.
Assume now that G is supersolvable. Since w is GA-invariant and u is
 < .not invariant, the ``going-up'' theorem guarantees that Irr N w is a sum of
< <N : M distinct characters, each of which is necessarily an extension of w.
 w x .  < .See Problem 6.12 of 1 . If G is transitive on Irr N w , we can apply
 .  .  .  .Lemma 4.5 to conclude that f G f M s f H f N , and the result fol-
 .  .lows in this case since f L F f M .
 < .We can now assume that G is not transitive on Irr N w . Since u lies in
this set and is A-invariant, it follows that GA is not transitive, and we can
w xapply Lemma 6.1 of 3 to the chief factor NrM of GA. We conclude that
 .some member b g Irr N N w is GA-invariant and we can write u s lb for
some linear character l of NrM.
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 .Let R s C MrN and observe that R is A-invariant. Since R stabi-G
 .  .lizes l as well as b , it stabilizes u and we have R : H and f R F f H .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Also, f L F f M and Corollary 4.4 b yields f G f L F f G f M F
 .  .  .  .f R f N F f H f N , as required.
5. PAIRINGS AND FORMS
We begin this section with a review of some known material that will be
needed for the proof of Theorem C. The general reference for most of
w x .  .this is Section 2 of 2 . Suppose N eG and that u g Irr N is invariant in
G. In this situation, u uniquely determines a certain complex valued form
 ::? , ? , defined on pairs of commuting elements of GrN. This form isu
 ::alternating, which means x, x s 1 for all elements x g GrN and it isu
 ::  ::  ::  ::bimultiplicati¨ e, so that xy, z s x, z y, z and z, xy su u u u
 ::z, y for elements x, y, z g GrN such that z commutes with both xu
  ::and y. Note that it follows from these two attributes that y, x su
 ::y1x, y whenever elements x, y g GrN commute. In particular,u
 ::  :: .x, y s 1 iff y, x s 1. Also, since the form is uniquely deter-u u
mined by u , it follows that it is invariant under any group A that acts by
automorphisms on G and stabilizes N and u .
If XrN and YrN are subgroups of GrN that centralize each other,
 ::then x, y is defined for all pairs of elements x g XrN and y g YrN.u
 .The form thus defines a bimultiplicative map called a pairing from
XrN = YrN to the complex numbers. For each subgroups UrN of XrN,
the orthogonal VrN of UrN is the subgroup of YrN consisting of all
 :: elements y such that x, y s 1 for all x g UrN. For simplicity, weu
.often say that V is the orthogonal of U in this situation. If V : Y is the
orthogonal of U : X, it is easy to see that YrV is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the group of linear characters of UrN, and it follows that
< < < <Y : V F U : N .
Now, suppose that XrN is an abelian subgroup of G. We then have a
pairing on XrN = XrN and we can use the language of the previous
paragraph. We say that the form is nondegenerate on XrN if the orthogo-
 .nal of XrN is trivial. In other words, the orthogonal of X is N. The key
 ::character-theoretic observation is that the form ? , ? is nondegener-u
ate on the abelian group XrN precisely when the character u is fully
  < .ramified in X. Recall that this means that Irr X u consists of just one
.  .character. In this situation, if w g Irr X is the unique character lying
X 2 < <over u , then w s eu and u s ew, where e s X : N . In particular, ifN
< <the form is nondegenerate on XrN, then XrN is a square.
We can use this machinery to prove the following result, which will be
needed in the proof of Theorem C.
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 .5.1 LEMMA. Let N, K eG, where N : K and KrN is nilpotent, and
 .suppose that u g Irr N is in¨ariant in G. Assume that u is fully ramified in
M for e¨ery chief factor MrN of G with M : K. Then KrN is a direct product
of chief factors MrN, and hence it is abelian. Also, u is fully ramified in K.
< <Proof. Working by induction on KrN , we can assume that K ) N,
and so we can choose a chief factor MrN of G with M : K. Now
 .MrN l Z KrN is nontrivial since KrN is nilpotent, and we deduce that
 .  ::MrN : Z KrN , and hence ? , ? defines a pairing on MrN = KrN.u
Let L be the orthogonal of M and note that M l L s N because the
form is nondegenerate on the abelian group MrN. This is because u is
. < < < <fully ramified in M, by hypothesis. We know that K : L F M : N and
since L l M s N, it follows that ML s K, and thus KrN is the direct
product of its subgroups MrN and LrN.
The subgroup L - K is unique determined by the normal subgroups K
 ::and M and by the G-invariant form ? , ? . It follows that LeG andu
we can apply the inductive hypothesis with L in place of K. We conclude
that LrN is a direct product of chief factors XrN of G, and thus
KrN s MrN = LrN is also a direct product of chief factors, as required.
It follows that KrN is abelian.
By the inductive hypothesis, u is fully ramified in L, and thus the form
is nondegenerate on LrN. The form is also nondegenerate on MrN and
it is defined on the whole of the abelian group KrN s MrN = LrN.
Since LrN is the orthogonal of MrN and the form is nondegenerate on
each factor, it follows easily that it is nondegenerate on KrN. We
conclude that u is fully ramified in K, as required.
We also need an easy and presumably well-known result about forms
and coprime actions.
 .  < < < <.5.2 LEMMA. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on U, where U , A s 1,
and suppose that U is an abelian group that carries an A-in¨ariant nondegen-
 ::erate alternating bimultiplicati¨ e form ? , ? . The form is then nondegener-
 .ate on the subgroup C s C A .U
w xProof. By Fitting's lemma, we can write U s C = D, where D s U, A .
 ::If c g C, we claim that c, d s 1 for all elements d g D. Once this is
established, it will follow that the intersection of C with its orthogonal is
contained in the orthogonal of U, and hence is trivial, as required.
w x y1 aNow D is generated by commutators of the form u, a s u u for
 a::  a a::  ::elements u g U and a g A. We have c, u s c , u s c, u ,
 y1 a::  ::y1 ::and hence c, u u s c, u c, u s 1. It follows that
 ::c, d s 1 for all elements d g D, and the result follows.
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 .5.3 COROLLARY. Let A act ¨ia automorphisms on a supersol¨ able group
 < < < <.  .G with G , A s 1. Suppose N eGA with N : G and let u g Irr N be
in¨ariant in GA. If MrN is a chief factor of GA such that M : G and u is
 .fully ramified in M, then C A s 1.Mr N
 .  .Proof. By Corollary 4.4 a , we know that C A is either trivial orMr N
 ::has prime order. But u is fully ramified in M and thus the form ? , ? u
is nondegenerate on MrN. By Lemma 5.2, the form must be nondegener-
 .ate on C A , which therefore must have square order. It follows thatMr N
<  . <C A is not prime, and the result follows.Mr N
6. THE NON-CLIFFORD CASE
We can now prove the following result, from which Theorem C follows
by taking L s 1.
 .  .6.1 THEOREM. Let G be supersol¨ able and suppose that G, H, A
 . Gsatisfies the standard hypotheses, where c g Irr H is A-in¨ariant and c is
irreducible. Let LeGA with L : H, and assume that the irreducible con-
 .  .  .2stituents of c are G-in¨ariant. Then f G f L F f H .L
< < < <Proof. Work by double induction, first on G and then on G : N ,
 . where N s core H . Since the result is trivial if H s G, we canG A
.assume that N : H - G and our inductions are initialized. Let u be an
A-invariant irreducible constituent of c and let T be the stabilizer of uN
in G.
If T - G, write S s H l T and let h be the Clifford correspondent of
c with respect to u . Then hG is irreducible, and hence h induces
irreducibly to T and we can apply the main inductive hypothesis to T with
N in place of L. We now have
2 2f G f L F f T f N F f S F f H , .  .  .  .  .  .
 .where the first inequality holds by Theorem 4.1 since L : N ; the second
inequality follows by the inductive hypothesis and the final inequality is a
consequence of the fact that S : H.
We can thus assume that T s G, so that u is G-invariant. Also, we can
clearly assume that c is not induced from any A-invariant character of a
proper A-invariant subgroup containing N. Otherwise, just replace H by
.that subgroup. Since N - G, we let MrN be a chief factor of GA with
M : G and we note that by the ``going-up'' theorem, either u extends to M
or u is fully ramified in M. Suppose first that u extends.
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Write K s MH ) H and D s M l H e K. Let h s c K and note that h
w xmust be irreducible. By Theorem 13.27 of 1 , we can choose A-invariant
irreducible constituents a of h and b of c , and we note that c mustM D D
be a multiple of b because c is not induced from any A-invariant
character of a proper subgroup of H containing N. It follows that h is aM
multiple of b M, and thus a lies over b , and hence a s b since aM
restricts irreducibly to N. We conclude that b is invariant in K s HM and
 < .K permutes the members of Irr M b . In fact, the action of K on this set
 < .is transitive since h is irreducible and Irr M b is exactly the set of
irreducible constituents of h .M
We can now apply Lemma 4.5 to the action of A on K, with M and D
in place of N and M respectively and a and b in place of u and w. We
 .  .  .  .conclude that f K f D s f M f S , where we have written S to denote
 .  .  .  .the stabilizer of a in K. We claim that also f K f D s f M f H , and
 .  .therefore f H s f S . To see this, note that intersection with M defines
a bijection from the set of right cosets of H in K onto the set of right
cosets of D in M. The actions of A on these two sets of cosets are
therefore permutation isomorphic, and it follows that A fixes the same
fraction of the cosets in each of these actions. We deduce from Lemma 3.2
 .  .  .  .  .  .that f K rf H s f M rf D , and thus we do have f K f D s
 .  .  .  .f M f H as claimed, and so f H s f S .
 .If j g Irr S is the Clifford correspondent of h with respect to a , then
K G  .j s h, and hence j is irreducible. Since core S contains M ) N,G A
 .  .  .2we can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that f G f L F f S .
We need to check that the irreducible constituents of j are G-invariant,L
but this is valid since j lies over u and thus j and c have a commonL L
.  .  .irreducible constituent. Since we know that f S s f H from the previ-
ous paragraph, the proof is complete in the case where u extends to M.
We can now assume that u is fully ramified in M for every chief factor
MrN of GA with M : G. Since GrN is nontrivial and supersolvable, we
can choose a nontrivial normal Sylow p-subgroup PrN of GrN for some
prime p. As PrN is nilpotent and P eGA, we can apply Lemma 5.1 in the
group GA to deduce that u is fully ramified in P and that PrN is a direct
product of chief factors MrN of GA. By Corollary 5.3, we see that A has
only trivial fixed points in each of these direct factors, and we conclude
 .that C A s 1.Pr N
 < .Let a be the unique member of Irr P u and observe that
  .  ..2 < <a 1 ru 1 s P : N since u is fully ramified in P. Write K s PH and
h s c K and note that h is irreducible and lies over a . Next, write
D s H l P e H and finally, let b be the unique irreducible constituent of
c . We are again using the fact that c is not induced from anyD
.A-invariant character of a proper subgroup of H containing N.
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< <We now compute the p-parts of some character degrees. Since K : H s
< <  . < <  .P : D is a power of p, we have h 1 s K : H c 1 . Also, p does notp p
< < < <  .  .  .  .divide K : P or H : D , and thus a 1 s h 1 and b 1 s c 1 . Wep p p p
have
’< < < <P : N u 1 s a 1 s h 1 s K : H c 1 .  .  .  .p p p p
< < < <s P : D b 1 G P : D u 1 , .  .p p
< < < < 2and we deduce that P : N G P : D .
 .  . < <  .Since C A s 1, it follows that f P s P : N f N . Also,Pr N
 .core K = P ) N and a is G-invariant, and so we can apply theG A
inductive hypothesis with K in place of H and P in place of L. Since
 .  . < <f K rf H F K : H , this yields
2f G f P f K .  .  .
f G f L F f G f N s F .  .  .  .
< < < <P : N P : N
2 22 2< < < <f H K : H f H P : D .  . 2F s F f H , .
< < < <P : N P : N
as required.
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